Modified
Pool Opening Plan
May 17, 2021

Original Plan


All five pools (excluding Spray Park) were to open
on May 29, 2021 with differing operation styles:


Canterbury - 11 Zones (10 per zone)



Tall Oaks



Ridgewood - Free Swim at 25% Capacity



Oakwood



Edgewood - Free Swim at 25% Capacity

- 8 Lap Lanes (3 per lane) + 5 Zones
- Free Swim at 25% Capacity

Obstacles


Lifeguard Shortage


Premier Aquatics has had difficulty finding enough guards to work this summer. We
are unable to safely open all five pools at the start of the summer as planned due
to the lifeguard shortage.



Premier Aquatics typically hires a number of guards from overseas. As work visas
were not granted for this summer, more domestic guards must be hired.
Guaranteed coverage tends to be less consistent due to family vacations, school
schedules and extracurricular activities, etc., requiring more guards be hired.



It is estimated that around 30-40 additional guards are still needed to open all
pools.



Premier Aquatics is continuing efforts to hire lifeguards.

Modified Plan: Initial Opening


Initial 2 pools to open on May 29, 2021:


Ridgewood





Sessions: 1.5 hr, 11am – 8pm



Operation Style: Free Swim, 1 Lap Lane



Capacity*: 33%, 90 Patrons



Lifeguards: 6 Weekends, 4 Weekdays

Canterbury Woods


Sessions: 1.5 hr, 11am - 8pm


Week Day School Hours: 3pm - 8pm (through June 11)



Operation Style: Free Swim, 1 Lap Lane (No zones)



Capacity: 33%, 88 Patrons



Lifeguards: 6 Weekends, 4 Weekdays

*Capacity must allow for 10 ft. of social distancing according to Executive Order 72 and CDC guidelines.
This number will likely increase as guidelines change, and we will safely modify our plan in accordance.

Modified Plan: Additional Openings


As guards are hired, the other 3 pools will open in this order:
1)

Tall Oaks


Sessions: 1.5 hr, 11am - 8pm


2)

Swim Lessons: 9am - 11am (1 Guard)



Operation Style: Free Swim + 1 Lap Lane



Capacity: TBD, based on VA guidelines



Lifeguards: 6 Weekends, 4 Weekdays

Oakwood


Hours: 1.5 hr, 11am - 8pm


Swim Lessons: 5pm - 8pm (1 Guard)



Operation Style: Free Swim



Capacity: TBD, based on VA guidelines



Lifeguards: 2 Weekends, 2 Weekdays

3)

Edgewood


Sessions: 1.5 hr, 11am - 9pm



Operation Style: Free Swim



Capacity: TBD, based on VA guidelines



Lifeguards: 4 Weekends, 3 Weekdays

What Led to These Decisions


Capacity Numbers




The total occupancy load, pool surface area, and 10 foot social distancing
requirement (Executive Order 72) were taken into account in regard to capacity
calculations.

First-Come, First-Swim vs. Reservation System


Our priority is to safely transition back to normal pool operations as much as
possible.



While the new pool access system CellBadge keeps track of capacity, it does not
offer a built-in reservation function.



Feedback was received from the community that while some liked reservations,
many were unable to claim limited spots as they filled quickly and often went
unused, significantly limiting community use.

What Led to These Decisions


Removal of Zones




In the summer of 2020, an average of only 2-5 patrons utilized a zone. This limits
capacity significantly for the community as we are forced to open fewer pools due
to the lifeguard shortage.

Order of Pool Opening


Ridgewood + Canterbury are the pools with the highest capacity, accommodating
the most members. They are also located in differing parts of the community.



Tall Oaks is the next highest capacity and most used pool, followed by Oakwood
and Edgewood.

COVID-19 Compliance




Cleaning


According to Executive Order 72, all business sectors require routine cleaning.



The Association’s legal counsel and insurance carrier have suggested compliance measures
in place to protect the Association.

Health Screening




Mask Use




Patrons will acknowledge a verbal Health Screening that they are free of COVID symptoms
prior to pool entry.
Signage will be posted recommending mask use for those not vaccinated 5yr. and older
when not exercising, following CDC guidance and VA Executive orders. (effective May 28)
This may be further adjusted as guidelines change.

Social Distancing


Signage will be posted recommending patrons maintain proper social distancing, following
CDC Guidance and VA Executive orders. This will be adjusted as guidelines change.

Lifeguard Hiring Efforts




Premier Hiring Incentives


Free lifeguard training



Competitive pay of up to $20 per hour



Referral Bonus of $250

Marketing


Premier has reached out to schools and organizations throughout the area.



Lake Ridge has shared information on the website and continues to push in weekly
News Flash emails and on social media.



We look to the help of our community and Board to spread the word to neighbors
and friends, encouraging people to apply today. Must be strong swimmers.

Continuing Guideline Updates


We are waiting on Pool specific updates from the CDC and New Executive
Order from VA Governor and will adjust our plan accordingly.



Our ultimate goal is to get all pools open and operate them as closely to
normal as possible. We will be monitoring the guidelines and taking all into
account as decisions and modifications are made.

